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About Us
TLDR Crypto is a daily newsletter with links and summaries of the latest launches, innovations, and market 
moves in crypto. It is one of the largest and fastest growing crypto newsletters in the world.

Demographics

● Very crypto-savvy audience, primarily investors and web3 developers.
● 45% United States, 25% Canada/UK/EU, 30% other.

35%
open rate

200,000
subscribers



Our Community
TLDR is well-known and respected within the crypto community. Our fans often post 
about us on Twitter, Reddit, and other places where the crypto community hangs out. 



Who Sponsors TLDR Crypto

Tokens & NFTs

Tokens, NFTs, and other 
blockchain products that 
would appeal to a crypto 
investors and developers.

Crypto Investing Tools 

Portfolio management, crypto 
tax software, and other 
products targeting crypto 
investors.

Fintech & Alternative 
Investments

Fintech platforms, alternative 
assets, and other B2C financial 
products targeting an affluent 
primarily US-based audience.



Recent Sponsors

“Working with TLDR to promote our project was a no-brainer knowing 
the crypto-savvy audience they reach. The campaign delivered an 
amazing ROI, beating every other channel. Their team wrote amazing 
ad copy for us and were extremely easy to work with."
 
Dave Jenkins
CMO at Thonic



Sponsorship Process
Our sponsorship process is easy and streamlined. For each sponsorship, all we need from you is a URL (we 
recommend using UTM codes for tracking), then we write engaging ad copy that we know will work well with 
our audience and send it to you for approval. After the sponsorship runs, we send you a full report on the 
campaign 7 days after it is sent.

Step 1 - Send URL

You send us a URL to promote 
(your home page, a landing 
page, a piece of content, etc.)

Our copywriting team will write 
ad copy that we know will work 
well with our audience based on 
past sponsorships.

We send you the ad copy 
and you can make edits or 
approve the ad copy as is. 

Step 2 - We Write Ad Copy Step 3 - Edit & Approve

7 days after the sponsorship 
runs, we will send over the 
final stats from the 
campaign.

Step 4 - We Send You Stats



Ad Units
Crypto Sponsorship
● Any crypto or investing related product
● Top of newsletter placement (shown to the right)
● Up to 100 words
● Multiple call to action links
● 400-600 clicks per issue on average
● $4000 for 1 issue ($20 CPM, average $4-$6 CPC)

● $16000 for 5 issues ($16 CPM, average $4-$5 CPC)



Rate Card
Units Placement Products Cost CPM Estimated 

Clicks
Estimated 
CPC

1 Issue Top of Email Any crypto or 
investing product

$4000 $20 CPM 600-1000 
Clicks

Estimated
$4-$7 CPC

5 Issues Top of Email Any crypto or 
investing product

$16000 $16 CPM 3000-5000 
Clicks

Estimated
$4-$5 CPC

If you’d like to reserve sponsorship dates or if you have any questions please email us at sponsors@tldr.tech.

mailto:sponsors@tldr.tech

